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A Strategic Trade Atlas was developed to promote understanding
of global trade flows of strategic goods, i.e., goods of militarily
strategic value, including dual-use goods.
This Atlas provides macroscopic graphical representations of
global trade flows classified under Harmonized System (HS) codes
associated by the World Customs Organization with strategic com-
modities.
The profiles provide readily understandable representations of
strategic commodity-related imports and exports classified under
these HS codes, based on data originally reported to and made
publicly available by the United Nations Statistical Division, then
processed to reconcile trade asymmetries by the Centre d’Etudes
Prospectives et d’Informations Internationales. This and other high
quality, statistically relevant data sources exist, but are largely un-
tapped resources for strategic trade control purposes. Efforts to
promote and facilitate use of trade data should enhance the effec-




Use of trade data can enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of
strategic trade control efforts [1]. By understanding national and [1] P. Heine, C. Versino. A Strategic
Trade Atlas For Non-proliferation and
Export Control. INMM, 56th Annual
Meeting, Indian Wells, CA USA, July
12-16, 2015.
global trade in strategic commodities, officials can better focus their
trade control efforts, select companies for outreach and audit, target
transactions for analysis, verification, and inspection, and assess
potential economic impacts of trade control policies. Despite these
benefits, many officials charged with trade control responsibilities
are unaware of the availability of trade data sources [2] or unable to [2] C. Versino, M. Tsukanova, G.G.M.
Cojazzi. Catalogue of Web Data Services
on Global Trade. ISBN 978-92-79-18919-
7, 2010.
efficiently make use of them.
Member States of the World Customs Organization (WCO) iden-
tified this challenge during the preparatory phase for Operation
Cosmo, the first global operation to target strategic trade, con-
ducted in 2014. To help address this challenge, the authors pro-
duced an initial Strategic Trade Atlas1 to provide summary visual- 1 The initial Strategic Trade Atlas
was distributed as a working draft
document only to participants to the
Cosmo operation.
izations of each country’s strategic import and export trade flows
and their principal trading partners for such flows. The first Strate-
gic Trade Atlas, comprising country-based views of strategic trade,
was published in 2016 [3]. [3] C. Versino, P. Heine. Strategic
Trade Atlas, Country-Based views. ISBN
978-92-79-55003-4, 2016.This document is a fundamental revision of that Atlas, prepared
in support of the second WCO Cosmo operation2 to be conducted 2 Cosmo 2 pre-operational phase
on intelligence gathering and risk
assessment.
in 2018. This Atlas includes improved trade indicators and visual-
izations, in relation to country-based [4] and commodity-based [5]
[4] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Country-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84030-2, 2018.
[5] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Commodity-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84031-9, 2018.
views of global strategic trade. The Atlas offers graphical profiles
of trade classified under Harmonized System (HS) [6] codes asso-
[6] World Customs Organization.
Harmonized System.
ciated with strategic commodities by the WCO [7]. While these HS
[7] World Customs Organization.
Strategic Trade Control Enforcement
(STCE). Implementation Guide.
codes are understood to also encompass many non-strategic items,




2. Setting-up a database for strategic trade analysis
Open source data on international trade originate from goods dec-
larations made by importers and exporters to Customs authorities.
A trade flow is generally reported independently from two sides,
the importer and the exporter. The data are collected and processed
by national statistical offices, then shared3 in global databases mak- 3 In respect of national provisions on
data confidentiality.ing world trade measurable and amenable to analysis. Examples
of statistical trade databases are the United Nations Commodity Trade
Statistics Database (UN Comtrade) [8] and the Base pour l’Analyse du
[8] United Nations Statistics Divi-
sion. United Nations Commodity Trade
Statistics Database.Commerce International (BACI) [9,10] .
[9] Centre d’Etudes Prospectives et
d’Informations Internationales. Base
pour l’Analyse du Commerce Interna-
tional.
[10] G. Gaulier, S. Zignago.BACI:
International Trade Database at the
Product-Level. The 1994-2007 Version.
CEPII Working Paper N. 2010-23, 2010.
A trade data record includes standard dimensions and measures
such as:
• the data reporting country;
• the country partner in trade;
• the commodity traded, i.e. described in the HS nomenclature;
• the trade flow, as import or export, re-import or re-export;
• the time period in which the trade has taken place, specified at
the yearly or monthly level;
• trade is aggregated along the above dimensions and measured
by value (e.g., in US Dollars) and quantity (e.g., in kg).
Trade data in commodities of interest can be accessed either by
queries on the data provider website or by downloading batches of
data records.
Data underlying the Strategic Trade Atlas are derived from the
BACI data set [9,10], a statistical elaboration of UN Comtrade data
that takes into account asymmetries in import and export trade
valuation and reliability of country reporting based on comparisons
of reported imports and exports.
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The world statistics of trade in all goods is described in terms
of the Harmonized System [6], the commodity classification sys-
tem designed and maintained by the WCO. The HS is the reference
taxonomy of commodities adopted by States adhering to the Har-
monized System Convention, but also by trade associations and
statistical offices in the majority of world countries. It is based on
about 5,000 commodity groups organized within 22 Sections in a
hierarchy made up of Chapters, Headings, and Subheadings.
Each level in the hierarchy is identified by an HS code and a
description. Codes are 2-digit for Chapters, 4-digit for Headings,
and 6-digit for Subheadings, as illustrated in Table 1.
Level HS Code Description
Section V MINERAL PRODUCTS
Chapter 26 ORES, SLAG AND ASH
Heading 2612 Uranium or thorium ores and concentrates
Subheading 2612.10 Uranium ores and concentrates
Table 1: Examples of HS codes
and their descriptions
As part of the Strategic Trade Control Enforcement Programme,
the WCO identified HS Headings and Subheadings related to
strategic commodities [7]. The Strategic Trade Atlas prepared for
the WCO and its Member States built on part4 of that list of strate- 4 The Atlas focuses on HS Headings
and Subheadings used in the context
of Cosmo operations.
gic commodities, shown in Table 2. Commodities include chemi-
cals, nuclear and radioactive materials, micro-organisms, toxins,
explosives, non-metallic materials, metals, production machinery,
electrical equipment, and specialised systems and equipment.
For these HS codes, BACI data was downloaded for the period
2012-2016 and the 221 countries available. For details about the
number of records available by country5 and flow, refer to Table 3 5 Country nomenclature used in BACI.
and Table 4; for an overview, see Figure 1. There is wide variation
in the quantity of data for import and export across these countries
with some countries having tens of thousands of records while
some others fewer than 100.
The data was organized in a database and enriched by other
meta-data, including the HS hierarchical structure and country
codes [11] to name countries in a compact space and reference them
[11] International Organization for
Standardization.
Country Codes – ISO 3166
on geographical maps.
Total trade data by reporting countries in all commodities was
also downloaded for comparison to the countries’ strategic trade.
Total trade data is also used to compute each country’s Revealed
Comparative Advantage (RCA) [12] in the trade of strategic com-
[12] B. Balassa. Trade Liberalisation and
’Revealed’ Comparative Advantage. The
Manchester School, vol. 33, pp. 99-123,
1965.
modities. The RCA measures whether a country’s trade in a com- The RCA is computed as the ratio
of the share of a commodity in a
country’s export basket to the share of
that commodity in world trade.
modity is higher or lower than the typical world’s fair share of trade
in that commodity. A high RCA in export for a commodity by a
country is associated with high competitiveness by the country in
production and export of that commodity [13]. High RCA in im- [13] R. Haussmann, C. Hidalgo,
S. Bustos, M. Coscia, S. Chung, J.
Jimenez, A. Simoes, M. Yildirim. The
Atlas of Economic Complexity: Mapping
Paths to Prosperity. ISBN 978-0-262-
52542-8, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2013.
port for a commodity by a country may reveal intense use by or
dependence on the import of that commodity.
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8109 - Zirconium
8414.10 - Vacuum pumps
2612 - Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
8411 - Turbojet and turbofan engines
8101 - Tungsten
8103.90 - Tantalum crucibles
5501, 5502 - Synthetic ﬁbre (Aramid)
2844.50 - Spent fuel
7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59 - Specialty steels
8412.10 - Reaction engines
2844.40 - Radioactive elements
7020 - Radiation-shielding windows
8413 - Pumps
6210 - Protective suits
8401 - Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear
fuel
7504 - Nickel powder
2844.10 - Natural uranium
3002 - Micro-organisms and toxins
8104.11 - Magnesium
8414.60 - Hoods
2845.10 - Heavy water
3801 - Graphite
7019 - Glass ﬁbre
8419.39 - Freeze dryers and spray dryers
3602 - Explosives
2844.20 - Enriched uranium, plutonium
3603 - Detonators
2844.30 - Depleted uranium, thorium
2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19,
2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90 - CWC scheduled chemicals
8419.89 - Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters
6903 - Ceramic crucibles
6815 - Carbon ﬁbre
8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19 - Berylium
7604.21, 7608.20 - Aluminium tubes
7603 - Aluminium powder
9022.19 - X-ray systems
8906.10 - Warships
9031.80 - Vibration test systems
8481 - Valves
8802 - Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
8458.11 - Turning machines
8535 - Switches
8463 - Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines
8479.50 - Robots
8526 - Radar systems
8543.20 - Pulse generators
9026.20 - Pressure transducers
8504.40 - Power supplies
9305.91 - Parts of military weapons
8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61 - Miling machines
9301 - Military weapons
9027.80 - Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors
8457 - Machining centres
9013.20 - Lasers
8479.89 - Isostatic presses
8460.11, 8460.21 - Grinding machines
9015.80 - Gravity meters
8514.10, 8514.20 - Furnaces
8543.70 - Firing sets
8422.30 - Filing equipment
8477 - Filament winding machines
8456.30 - Electrical Discharge Machines
8421.29 - Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment
8421.19 - Centrifugal separators
8532 - Capacitors
8525.80 - Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
9306.30, 9306.90 - Bombs, grenades, torpedoes, mines, missiles
9031.10 - Balancing machines
8710 - Armoured ﬁghting vehicles
9014.20 - Accelerometers and gyroscopes
Table 2: Harmonized System
codes associated with strategic
commodities










































































































































































Dem. People's Rep. of Korea






































































































































































Table 3: Number of import-
export records by country
(List, Part 1)










































































































































































Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino


























































































































































Table 4: Number of import-
export records by country
(List, Part 2)






Figure 1: Number of import-
export records by country
(Map)
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3. Strategic trade profiles
The strategic trade profiles included in the Atlas can provide in-
sight into the nature of global commodity trade flows involving HS
codes associated with the strategic goods listed in Table 2. They
offer high-level summaries of the main strategic commodity types
flowing into and out of each country, the primary origins of such
imports, and the primary export destinations for these types of
goods. Customs officers working in any particular country can use
these profiles to develop a better understanding of the trade flows
which might provide cover for illicit trade in strategic commodities.
Profiles have been designed to provide both country- and commodity-
based views of strategic trade. While country-based profiles take
individual countries as the focus of data presentation, commodity-
based views aggregate global trade data for specific HS groups.
Profiles include value and quantity of trade, time series data
over a reference period of five years (2012-2016), and indication of
the Revealed Comparative Advantage in relation to countries and
commodities. Specifically, the Atlas makes use of the Normalized
Revealed Comparative Advantage (NRCA) [14] index, a RCA mea- [14] World Trade Organization. A
Practical Guide to Trade Policy Analysis.
ISBN 978-92-870-38128, Geneva: WTO
Publications, 2012.
sure ranging -1 to +1, with positive NRCA values associated with
comparative advantage in trade.
Since profiles give compact representations of strategic trade,
they do not feature all data contained in the strategic trade database.
Choices had to be made on what to include in country- and commodity-
based views. Priority was given by ranking top traders for a given
HS group, or top HS groups for a given country, then trade flows
of HS groups between top traders were featured. As meta-data,
profiles include an indication of the coverage of data summarised in
the views. This is explained in more detail in Sections 4. and 5.
Country- and commodity-based profiles consistently follow a
few graphical conventions. Trade measures are associated with
colors. A blue color is associated with traded values, and a red
color is associated with traded quantities. Likewise, positive NRCA
on values are represented by grades of blue (the darker, the higher
the comparative advantage), and by grades of red for quantities.
Negative NRCA are represented by grades of gray (indicating there
is no comparative advantage). Numbers appearing in charts are
24 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
rounded percentages, e.g. 10.7% is indicated as 11, e.g. 0.4% is
indicated as 0.
Finally, besides country- and commodity-based profiles, the
Atlas also includes a big picture view of strategic exports, organised
in a Commodity × Country matrix. This synthesis view, presented
in Section 6., provides further insights into the comparative level of
strategic exports when measured on the world scale.
25
4. About country-based views
Country-based views are designed in consideration of the following
questions:
• Is the country a high-ranking and competitive exporter of strate-
gic commodities (SC) at world scale?
• Is the country primarily exporting or importing SC?
• What is the expected effort required for controlling SC exports:
For all SC? For a specific SC? Towards specific destinations? For
a combination of SC and specific destinations?
• What are the main SC exported and imported over the entire
basket of SC? Is the traded basket composed of few SC or spread
over many SC?
• What are the trends in exports and imports of SC over time?
Are they stable, increasing or decreasing? Is trade sparse or
continuous over time?
• What are the main destinations and origins for the entire SC
basket or a specific SC? Is trade by destination or origin focused
or spread?
Country-based views for 188 countries6 are included in [4], Ap- 6 Countries featuring less than 50 trade
records in export over the five year
period are not represented in the Atlas.
[4] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Country-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84030-2, 2018.
pendix – Country-based views. This Section provides the key for how
to read the profiles.
A country profile consists of two facing pages, a left (Figure 2)
and a right page (Figure 3). The profile includes a header, span-
ning the top part of both pages, and trade data presented by






































Specifically, the header features the following information:
A. Country name and position (Text, map) – Name of selected coun-
try, 2-digit country code, and display of its geographical position
on the world map.
B. Data temporal coverage (Text) – Years of data included in the
profile.
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C. World rank (Heat map) – The country’s world ranking for export
and import value in HS codes associated with strategic com-
modities.
D. Balance % (Heat map) – The country’s export-import balance
by value in HS codes associated with strategic commodities
expressed as percentage.
E. All trade % (Heat map) – The country’s export-import value in
HS codes associated with strategic commodities expressed as
percentage of the country’s trade in all commodities.
F. Trend (Bar chart) – The country’s export-import trend by value in
HS codes associated with strategic commodities over five years.
B. 


















































parts on trade flows feature the following:
G. Export or Import (Text label) – The left (right) page of the profile
reports data about the country’s export (import) flow on HS
codes associated with strategic commodities.
H. Number of records (Text) – Number of BACI data records avail-
able for the country on export (import) flow.
I. Top HS (List) – Top 25 HS groups of strategic commodities ex-
ported (imported) by the country by value and quantity. Top HS
groups are selected from the list in Table 2. They are presented
in HS order. For the sake of space, HS groups comprising more
than one HS code are abbreviated as HS code+, HS code being the
first code in the group (see Table 2).
J. Abbreviations used for HS groups (List) – Abbreviations used in


























K. %V and %Q (Heat map) – For corresponding HS groups, value
and quantity exported (imported) by the country to (from) the
world. Figures are expressed as percentages of the country’s
total export (import) in strategic HS groups.
L. Total %V and %Q (Text) – Sum of %V and %Q presented on the
page. These totals give an indication of the data coverage pre-
sented in the page for the country’s export (import) in strategic
commodities.
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M. Scale (Text) – Defines the equivalent of 1% of value expressed
in Millions of USD, and of 1% of quantity expressed in Tons.
The scale allows translation of %V and %Q (see point K.) into
approximate values and quantities exported (imported) by the



















































N. NRCA V and NRCA Q (Bar charts) – For corresponding HS
groups, value and quantity exported (imported) over time to top
destinations (from top origins). There is a bar chart for traded
values and one for traded quantities. The height of the bars (one
bar per year) is scaled by HS group. The trend in export (import)
for the HS group is indicated by the black line. The color of the
bars indicate the Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage
measured for the HS group on a given year (see point O.).
O. NRCA Value and NRCA Quantity (Color legends) – Color en-
codings for the Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage.
Positive NRCA for value of trade is represented by grades of
blue (the darker, the higher the comparative advantage), and
by grades of red for quantity of trade. Negative NRCA are rep-





































P. Top destinations (origins) by value (Highlight matrix) – This
matrix encodes export (import) flows for HS groups to main des-
tinations (from main origins). Destinations (origins) are sorted
left to right by decreasing value of trade. Destinations (origins)
are indicated by full country name and by country code.
Q. Cell in the matrix – A cell in the matrix is split into two halves,
encoding by color the value (blue grades) and quantity (red
grades) exported (imported) by the country to (from) the corre-
sponding destination (origin). The darker the grade of color, the
higher the trade measure (see point R.).
Note: Color grades are scaled by HS group, not to the entire
matrix. Hence a row in the matrix shows the export (import)
distribution of the HS group to destinations (origins) labelling
the columns of the matrix.
R. % Value and % Quantity by HS (Color legends) – Color encod-
ings for the export (import) distribution shown in the trade flow
matrix (see point P.). The color scales represent percentages of
trade (value and quantity) over rows.













Figure 2: Strategic Trade Pro-
file – Country-based view (Left
page)
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B. 












Figure 3: Strategic Trade Pro-




5. About commodity-based views
Commodity-based views are designed in consideration of the fol-
lowing questions:
• How large is the world trade in the commodity?
• Who are the top exporters and importers by value and quantity?
Who are the competitive exporting countries at world scale? Is
trade focused on a few traders or spread over many?
• Is value of trade correlated with quantity in a regular way? Are
there exceptions?
• What is the time trend in export/import by trader? Stable, in-
creasing, decreasing? Is trade sparse or continuous over time?
• What are the main trade flows? Is trade by destination/origin
focused or spread? And for specific origins and destinations?
Commodity-based views for each of the 70 HS groups listed in
Table 2 are included in [5], Appendix – Commodity-based views. This [5] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Commodity-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84031-9, 2018.
Section provides the key for how to read the profiles.
A commodity profile consists of two facing pages, a left (Fig-
ure 4) and a right page (Figure 5). The profile includes a header
and a footer, spanning the top and bottom part of both pages,
and trade data presenting top exporters and importers on the left
page and main trade flows on the right page.















A. HS group codes (List) – HS codes included in the selected strate-
gic HS group (i.e., a group among the 70 groups listed in Ta-
ble 2).
B. HS self-explanatory text (Text) – A definition of the HS codes
listed under point A. is provided in the footer. Use is made of
the HS self-explanatory text [15] .
[15] Eurostat. RAMON – Reference
and Management of Nomenclatures.

























C. Associated strategic commodity (Text) – Name of strategic com-
modity associated with the selected HS group (as per Table 2).
D. STCE Implementation Guide page (Text) – Reference to the page
of the STCE Implementation Guide [7] where the associated [7] World Customs Organization.
Strategic Trade Control Enforcement
(STCE). Implementation Guide.














E. Data temporal coverage (Text) – Years of data included in the
profile.
F. Number of records (Text) – Number of BACI trade data records
available for the selected HS group.
G. Percentage of world trade in HS (Text) – The world’s value
and quantity of trade in the selected HS group expressed as
percentage of the world’s trade in all commodities.
H. Trend by Value and Quantity (Bar charts) – The world’s value






















































I. Top exporters, Top importers (List) – Top 25 exporters and im-
porters by value and quantity for the selected HS group. Ex-
porters and importers are indicated by full country name and by
country code. They are listed by decreasing value of trade.
J. %V and %Q (Heat map) – For corresponding countries, value and
quantity exported (imported) by the country to (from) the world.
Figures express the percentage contribution of the country’s
export (import) to the world trade in the selected HS group.
K. Total %V and %Q (Text) – Sum of %V and %Q presented on
the page. These totals give an indication of the data coverage
presented on the page for the world trade in the selected HS
group.
L. Scale (Text) – Defines the equivalent of 1% of value expressed
in Millions of USD, and of 1% of quantity expressed in Tons.
The scale allows translation of %V and %Q (see point J.) into
approximate values and quantities exported (imported) by a
















































































M. NRCA V and NRCA Q (Bar charts) – For corresponding coun-
tries, value and quantity exported (imported) over time to (from)
the world. There is a bar chart for traded values and one for
traded quantities. The height of the bars (one bar per year) is
scaled by country. The trend in export (import) for the country
is indicated by the black line. The color of the bars indicate the
Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage measured for the
country in a given year (see point N.).
N. NRCA Value and NRCA Quantity (Color legends) – Color en-
codings for the Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage.
Positive NRCA for value of trade is represented by grades of
blue (the darker, the higher the comparative advantage), and
by grades of red for quantity of trade. Negative NRCA are rep-
resented by grades of gray, indicating there is no comparative
advantage.
O. Top trade flows (Highlight matrix) – This matrix encodes export-
import flows between top exporters and top importers listed
under point I.
P. Exporters (List) – Exporters listed by decreasing value of trade
(top to bottom). For the sake of space, exporters are indicated by
country code. Their %V and %Q export to world percentages are
reported here.
Q. Importers (List) – Importers, indicated by country code, listed
by decreasing value of trade (left to right). Their %V and %Q
import from world percentages are reported here.
R. Cell in the matrix – A cell in the matrix is split into two halves,
encoding by color the value (blue grades) and quantity (red
grades) traded between corresponding exporters and importers.
The darker the grade of color, the higher the trade measure (see
point S.).
Note: Color grades are scaled to the entire matrix.
S. % Value and % Quantity (Color legends) – Color encodings for
the trade distribution shown in the trade flow matrix (see points
O., P., Q.). The color scales represent percentages of trade (value
and quantity) over the entire matrix.
T. Scale (Text) – This scale applies to trade percentages in the trade
flow matrix. It defines the equivalent of 1% of value expressed in
Millions of USD, and of 1% of quantity expressed in Tons. The
scale allows translation of trade percentages in the matrix into

























Figure 4: Strategic Trade Pro-
file – Commodity-based view
(Left page)










Figure 5: Strategic Trade Pro-




6. About the Commodity × Country matrix view
The detailed country- and commodity-based views are comple-
mented by a large overview showing all exports of the 70 strategic
commodity groups by the 188 countries featured in the Atlas, al-
lowing a comparison of the level of exports for different HS com-
modities measured on a world scale.
The Commodity × Country matrix provides a bird’s eye view
of all strategic commodity basket exports across all countries, or-
ganized by region. This view can add value for designing joint
Customs operations, such as Cosmo 2, because it reveals the most-
exported HS groups in a single visualization and provides a re-
gional context not available in individual country- or commodity-
based views. This matrix further allows pattern recognition beyond
that possible in the individual views in relation to the ranking of
exports of HS codes associated with strategic commodities. In addi-
tion, this matrix provides data on lower levels of exports that could
not be captured in individual country-based views but could still be
of interest.
The matrix view is designed in consideration of the following ques-
tions:
• How many countries have exported a given strategic commodity
(SC) in the recent past? Are exports in the SC limited to a few
countries or spread over many?
• Is a given SC generally traded in the top-, middle- or low-
ranked exports for a country?
• Are there world regions where the export of a given SC is more
intense? Or particularly low?
38 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Specifically, the matrix view is organized as follows.
• The rows of the matrix are labelled by the HS groups associated
to the strategic commodities. The groups of commodities are
listed by the HS order. Next to each group, a number indicates
how many countries have exported the HS group in the reference
period 2012-2016. On all commodities, this figure ranges from a
minimum of 39 countries (for 2844.50 Spent fuel), to a maximum
of 188 countries (for: 8413 Pumps; 8481 Valves; 8504.40 Power
supplies).
Commodity x Country = The Matrix
Showing al strategic commodity groups exported by countries
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduled chemicals 2811.19+
Natural uranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment 8421.29
Filing equipment 8422.30





Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines 8463












Armoured ﬁghting vehicles 8710
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicates the commodity has been exported by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the commodity.
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
25
• The columns of the matrix are labelled by countries. The coun-
tries are first grouped by continent (Africa, America, Asia, Eu-
rope, Oceania and Polar Region), then listed in alphabetical
order. The grouping of countries by continent is to allow seeing
geographical patterns in the export of strategic commodities.
Commdy x Country = The Matrix
Showing al strategic commodity goups exported bycountries
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduled chemicals 2811.19+
Natural uranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment 8421.29
Filing equipment 8422.30





Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines 8463













Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicates the commodity has been exported by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the commodity.
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
25
• A cell in the matrix for a given row and column is col ured
when the associated country (column) has exported the corre-
sponding HS group (row). Otherwise, the cell is white, meaning
no export of the HS group by the country appears in the trade
statistics in the reference period.
• The color of a cell indicates the level of export for the associated
commodity in the country’s complete strategic export basket.
A grade of red is used for commodities exported by the country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities: the darker the grade
of red, the higher the export level. To be noted, these top 25 SC
are the same commodities whose export is represented i detail
in [4], Appendix – Country-based views.
A grade of blue is used for other commodities exported by the
country, but not in its top 25: the darker the grade of blue, the
lower the export level. This trade, which represents a small per-
centage of the country’s strategic export, is not featured in [4]
due to space limitation, as motivated in Section 3.
C m  x Country = Th Matrix
Shwing al sraegic cmmdity group exported by countrie
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduled chemicals 2811.19+
Natural uranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment 8421.29
Filing equipment 8422.30





Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines 8463












Armoured ﬁghting vehicles 8710
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicates the commodity has been exported by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the co modity.
1 70
Commodity ranking in a country's strategic export bsket
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
25
Cmmdiy x Cu ry = TheMatrix
Showing al strategc com odiy g ups exported by ountries
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduld chemicals 2811.19+
Nauraluranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vess s and f meters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19







Spinning laths, ﬂowforming mach 8463












Armoured ﬁghting vehicles 8710
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicate the cmmodiy has been expored by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the commodity.
1 70
Commodity ranking in a country's strategic export basket
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
25
For illustration, Figure 6 shows the leftmost part of the matrix view.
The complete matrix is included in [5], Appendix – Commodity × [4] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Country-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84030-2, 2018.
[5] C. Versino, P. Heine, J. Carrera.
Strategic Trade Atlas. Commodity-Based
Views. ISBN 978-92-79-84031-9, 2018.
Country matrix view. Only by looking at the whole matr x can the
eye distinguish a number of horizontal patterns (comparing com-
modities) and vertical patterns (comparing countries). Th se p t-
terns become invisible when considering country- and c mmodity-
based views separately.
6. about the commodity × country matrix view 39
Commodity x Country = The Matrix
Showing al strategic HS commodity groups exported by countries
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduled chemicals 2811.19+
Natural uranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment 8421.29
Filing equipment 8422.30





Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines 8463












Armoured ﬁghting vehicles 8710
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicates the commodity has been exported by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the commodity.
1 70
Commodity ranking in a country's strategic export basket
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
25





This Strategic Trade Atlas represents a novel application of inter-
national trade data analysis intended to support Customs officials
tasked with enforcing strategic trade controls. The strategic trade
profiles can provide insight into the nature of global commodity
trade flows involving HS codes associated with strategic goods,
specifically by showing the main strategic commodity types flowing
into and out of each country, as well as the primary import and ex-
port trading partners for such goods. These insights can inform the
risk management [16] approach employed by Customs to allocate [16] United Nations Economic Com-
mission for Europe.Customs Risk
Management and Selectivity.
enforcement and compliance efforts.
The data visualization approach facilitates rapid sense making,
pattern recognition, and anomaly detection over large data sets [17]. [17] C. Versino Pattern Recognition by
Humans and Machines. Symposium
on International Safeguards: Linking
Strategy, Implementation and People.
IAEA, Vienna, 20-24 October 2014.
At a glance, the user of the Strategic Trade Atlas can understand a
country’s principal strategic export and import product categories
and principal trading partners for those products. In addition,
profiles of their export partners’ trade flows can provide insight
into potential re-exports and ultimate destinations for strategic
goods. Further, while some export destinations may represent small
shares of a country’s exports, that trade may comprise a significant
share of the partner’s imports, revealing some trade relationships
that may be unexpectedly significant.
Beyond its immediate utility, the Strategic Trade Atlas illustrates
the availability of open source trade databases and their potential
to support trade policy development and implementation. The
publicly available UN Comtrade database provides trade records
from over 150 reporting countries, representing a significant part of
world merchandise trade. The BACI database refines that data, tak-
ing into account asymmetries in import and export trade valuation
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Appendix – Commodity-based views
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Harmonized System
2612
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 181
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.
Top exporters %V %Q NRCA V NRCA Q Top Importers %V %Q NRCA V NRCA Q













































































































Dem. Rep. of the Congo


























































































Total100 100 Total100 100
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 40 M$  1% Quantity = 1,550 Tons
2612   Uranium or thorium ores and concentrates.





Uranium and thorium ore and co.
Figure 7: HS 2612 associated
with Uranium and thorium ore
and concentrates
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates





































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
48 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19,
2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90
Al trade %: Value 0.12% , Quantity 0.05%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 65,626
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 96 Total 86 84
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 990 M$  1% Quantity = 298,612 Tons
2904.90   Sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives of hydrocarbons, whether or not halogenated (excl. those containing only sulpho, nitro or nitroso groups).
2853.00   Inorganic compounds, incl. distiled or conductivity water and water of similar purity, n.e.s.; liquid air, whether or not rare gases have been removed; compressed air; amalgams
(excl. amalgams of precious metals).
2811.19   Inorganic acids (excl. hydrogen chloride "hydrochloric acid", chlorosulphuric acid, sulphuric acid, oleum, nitric acid, sulphonitric acids, phosphoric acid, polyphosphoric acids,
boric acids and hydrogen ﬂuoride "hydroﬂuoric acid").
2920.90   Esters of other inorganic acids of non-metals and their salts; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives (excl. esters of hydrogen halides, and
thiophosphoric esters "phosphorothioates", their salts and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives, and inorganic or organic compounds of mercury)).
2812.10   Chlorides and chloride oxides.
2918.19   Carboxylic acids with additional oxygen function and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives
(excl. lactic acid, tartaric acid, citric acid, gluconic acid and their salts and esters, and chlorobenzilate [ISO]).






Figure 8: HS 2811.19, 2812.10,
2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19,
2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13,
2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90 &
CWC chemicals
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Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 848 M$  1% Quantity = 257,818 Tons
2922.13   Triethanolamine and its salts.
2931.90   Separate chemicaly deﬁned organo-inorganic compounds (excl. organo-sulphur compounds and those of mercury, tetramethyl lead, tetraethyl lead and tributyltin compounds).
2930.90   Organo-sulphur compounds (excl. thiocarbamates and dithiocarbamates, thiuram mono-, di- or tetrasulphides, methionine, captafol [ISO] and methamidophos [ISO]).
2922.19   Amino-alcohols, their ethers and esters; salts thereof (other than those containing > one kind of oxygen function and excl. monoethanolamine, diethanolamine, triethanolamine,
dextropropoxyphene "INN", and salts thereof).










50 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2844.10
Al trade %: Value 0.04% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 928
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total100 100
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 350 M$  1% Quantity = 3,962 Tons
2844.10   Natural uranium and its compounds; aloys, dispersions, incl. cermets, ceramic products and mixtures containing natural uranium or natural uranium compound [Euratom].






Figure 9: HS 2844.10 associated
with Natural uranium
appendix – commodity-based views 51





















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










52 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2844.20
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 728
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total100 100
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 384 M$  1% Quantity = 937 Tons
2844.20   Uranium enriched in U 235 and its compounds: plutonium and its compounds; aloys, dispersions, incl. cermets, ceramic products and mixtures containing uranium enriched in U
235, plutonium or compounds of these products [Euratom].






Figure 10: HS 2844.20 associ-
ated with Enriched uranium,
plutonium
appendix – commodity-based views 53





















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










54 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2844.30
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 1,140
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 99 Total 94 99
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 2 M$  1% Quantity = 809 Tons
2844.30   Uranium depleted in U 235 and its compounds; thorium and its compounds; aloys, dispersions, incl. cermets, ceramic products and mixtures containing uranium depleted in U
235, thorium or compounds of these products.






Figure 11: HS 2844.30 asso-
ciated with Depleted uranium,
thorium
appendix – commodity-based views 55





















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










56 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2844.40
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,454
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 97 Total 85 80
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 75 M$  1% Quantity = 149 Tons
2844.40   Radioactive elements, isotopes and compounds, and aloys and dispersions, incl. cermets, ceramic products and mixtures, containing these elements, isotopes and compounds;
radioactive residues (excl. natural uranium, uranium enriched and depleted in U 235; plutonium, thorium and compounds of these products).






Figure 12: HS 2844.40 associ-
ated with Radioactive elements
appendix – commodity-based views 57





















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










58 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2844.50
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 207
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.








































































































































































































Total100 100 Total 97 99
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 0 M$  1% Quantity = 26 Tons
2844.50   Spent "irradiated" fuel elements "cartridges" of nuclear reactors [Euratom].






Figure 13: HS 2844.50 associ-
ated with Spent fuel
appendix – commodity-based views 59




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










60 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
2845.10
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 982
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total 98 98
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 2 M$  1% Quantity = 77 Tons
2845.10   Heavy water "deuterium oxide" [Euratom].






Figure 14: HS 2845.10 associ-
ated with Heavy water
appendix – commodity-based views 61
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Heavy water




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










62 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
3002
Al trade %: Value 0.69% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 26,403
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 90 98 Total 85 74
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 5,800 M$  1% Quantity = 13,785 Tons
3002   Human blood; animal blood prepared for therapeutic, prophylactic or diagnostic uses; antisera and other blood fractions and immunological products, whether or not modiﬁed or
obtained by means of biotechnological processes; vaccines, toxins, cultures of micro-organisms (excl. yeasts) and similar products.






Figure 15: HS 3002 associated
with Micro-organisms and toxins
appendix – commodity-based views 63
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Micro-organisms and toxins




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










64 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
3602
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 4,094
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.








































































































































































































Total 94 87 Total 65 85
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 46 M$  1% Quantity = 31,248 Tons
3602   Prepared explosives (excl. propelent powders).






Figure 16: HS 3602 associated
with Explosives
appendix – commodity-based views 65
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Explosives




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










66 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
3603
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 6,486
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 92 Total 76 72
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 80 M$  1% Quantity = 2,794 Tons
3603   Safety fuses; detonating fuses; percussion or detonating caps; igniters; electric detonators (excl. grenade detonators and cartridge cases, whether or not with percussion caps).






Figure 17: HS 3603 associated
with Detonators
appendix – commodity-based views 67
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Detonators




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










68 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
3801
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,243
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 97 Total 86 81
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 94 M$  1% Quantity = 48,288 Tons
3801   Artiﬁcial graphite; coloidal or semi-coloidal graphite; preparations based on graphite or other carbon in the form of pastes, blocks, plates or other semi-manufactures.






Figure 18: HS 3801 associated
with Graphite
appendix – commodity-based views 69
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Graphite




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










70 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
5501, 5502
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 9,053
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 98 Total 73 76
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 195 M$  1% Quantity = 45,160 Tons
5501   Synthetic ﬁlament tow as speciﬁed in Note 1 to chapter 55.
5502   Artiﬁcial ﬁlament tow as speciﬁed in Note 1 to chapter 55.






Figure 19: HS 5501, 5502 as-
sociated with Synthetic fibre
(Aramid)
appendix – commodity-based views 71
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Synthetic ﬁbre (Aramid)




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










72 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
6210
Al trade %: Value 0.06% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 23,881
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 94 Total 87 82
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 512 M$  1% Quantity = 25,008 Tons
6210   Garments made up of felt or nonwovens, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered or laminated; garments of textile fabrics, rubberised or impregnated, coated, covered or
laminated with plastics or other substances (excl. knitted or crocheted, and babies' garments and clothing accessories).






Figure 20: HS 6210 associated
with Protective suits
appendix – commodity-based views 73
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Protective suits




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










74 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
6815
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 18,651
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 95 Total 83 76
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 289 M$  1% Quantity = 55,934 Tons
6815   Articles of stone or of other mineral substances, incl. carbon ﬁbres, articles of carbon ﬁbres and articles of peat, n.e.s.






Figure 21: HS 6815 associated
with Carbon fibre
appendix – commodity-based views 75
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Carbon ﬁbre




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










76 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
6903
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 12,274
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 97 Total 79 72
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 99 M$  1% Quantity = 20,384 Tons
6903   Retorts, crucibles, muﬄers, nozzles, plugs, supports, cupels, tubes, pipes, sheaths, rods and other refractory ceramic goods (excl. those of siliceous fossil meals or of similar
siliceous earths, and refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic constructional goods).






Figure 22: HS 6903 associated
with Ceramic crucibles
appendix – commodity-based views 77
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Ceramic crucibles




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










78 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7019
Al trade %: Value 0.07% , Quantity 0.04%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 21,634
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 90 89 Total 78 78
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 569 M$  1% Quantity = 237,129 Tons
7019   Glass ﬁbres, incl. glass wool, and articles thereof (excl. mineral wools and articles thereof, optical ﬁbres, ﬁbre bundles or cable, electrical insulators or parts thereof, brushes of
glass ﬁbres, dols' wigs).






Figure 23: HS 7019 associated
with Glass fibre
appendix – commodity-based views 79
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Glass ﬁbre




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










80 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7020
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 16,648
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 94 Total 81 74
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 136 M$  1% Quantity = 18,213 Tons
7020   Articles of glass, n.e.s.






Figure 24: HS 7020 associ-
ated with Radiation-shielding
windows
appendix – commodity-based views 81
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Radiation-shielding windows




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










82 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59
Al trade %: Value 0.30% , Quantity 0.46%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 55,356
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 96 Total 77 74
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 2,532 M$  1% Quantity = 3,033,195 Tons
7224   Steel, aloy, other than stainless, in ingots or other primary forms, semi-ﬁnished products of aloy steel other than stainless (excl. waste and scrap in ingot form, and products
obtained by continuous casting).
7225   Flat-roled products of aloy steel other than stainless, of a width of >= 600 mm, hot-roled or cold-roled "cold-reduced".
7226   Flat-roled products of aloy steel other than stainless, of a width of < 600 mm, hot-roled or cold-roled "cold-reduced".






Figure 25: HS 7224, 7225, 7226,
7228, 7304.51, 7304.59 associ-
ated with Specialty steels
appendix – commodity-based views 83
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Specialty steels




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,980 M$  1% Quantity = 2,357,411 Tons
7304.59   Tubes, pipes and holow proﬁles, seamless, of circular cross-section, of aloy steel other than stainless, not cold-drawn or cold-roled "cold-reduced" (excl. line pipe of a kind
used for oil or gas pipelines, casing and tubing of a kind used for driling for oil).
7304.51   Tubes, pipes and holow proﬁles, seamless, of circular cross-section, of aloy steel other than stainless, cold-drawn or cold-roled "cold-reduced" (excl. line pipe of a kind used for
oil or gas pipelines, casing and tubing of a kind used for driling for oil).










84 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7504
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 3,866
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 99 99 Total 95 95
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 42 M$  1% Quantity = 1,962 Tons
7504   Powders and ﬂakes, of nickel (excl. nickel oxide sinters).






Figure 26: HS 7504 associated
with Nickel powder
appendix – commodity-based views 85
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Nickel powder




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










86 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7603
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 4,657
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 96 Total 86 89
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 27 M$  1% Quantity = 8,454 Tons
7603   Powder and ﬂakes, of aluminium (excl. pelets of aluminium, and spangles).






Figure 27: HS 7603 associated
with Aluminium powder
appendix – commodity-based views 87
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Aluminium powder




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










88 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
7604.21, 7608.20
Al trade %: Value 0.04% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 24,437
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 88 88 Total 76 75
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 295 M$  1% Quantity = 69,277 Tons
7608.20   Tubes and pipes of aluminium aloys (excl. holow proﬁles).
7604.21   Holow proﬁles of aluminium aloys, n.e.s.






Figure 28: HS 7604.21, 7608.20
associated with Aluminium
tubes
appendix – commodity-based views 89





















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










90 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8101
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 7,386
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 89 93 Total 88 87
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 60 M$  1% Quantity = 1,852 Tons
8101   Tungsten "wolfram" and articles thereof, n.e.s.; tungsten waste and scrap (excl. ash and residues containing tungsten).






Figure 29: HS 8101 associated
with Tungsten
appendix – commodity-based views 91
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Tungsten




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










92 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8103.90
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 2,178
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 99 99 Total 97 98
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 17 M$  1% Quantity = 139 Tons
8103.90   Articles of tantalum, n.e.s.






Figure 30: HS 8103.90 associ-
ated with Tantalum crucibles
appendix – commodity-based views 93
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Tantalum crucibles




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










94 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8104.11
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 1,932
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total 85 85
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 32 M$  1% Quantity = 11,653 Tons
8104.11   Unwrought magnesium, containing >= 99,8% by weight of magnesium.






Figure 31: HS 8104.11 associ-
ated with Magnesium
appendix – commodity-based views 95
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Magnesium




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










96 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8109
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 3,014
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 99 Total 96 96
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 23 M$  1% Quantity = 1,581 Tons
8109   Zirconium and articles thereof, n.e.s.; zirconium waste and scrap (excl. ash and residues containing zirconium).






Figure 32: HS 8109 associated
with Zirconium
appendix – commodity-based views 97
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Zirconium




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










98 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 1,392
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 98 Total 94 97
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1 M$  1% Quantity = 96 Tons
8112.12   Unwrought berylium; berylium powders.
8112.13   Berylium waste and scrap (excl. ashes and residues containing berylium).
8112.19   Articles of berylium, n.e.s.






Figure 33: HS 8112.12, 8112.13,
8112.19 associated with Beryl-
lium
appendix – commodity-based views 99
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Berylium




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










100 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8401
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 2,533
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total 97 98
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 238 M$  1% Quantity = 8,224 Tons
8401   Nuclear reactors; fuel elements "cartridges", non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors; machinery and apparatus for isotopic separation; parts thereof.





Nuclear reactors machinery for i.
Figure 34: HS 8401 associated
with Nuclear reactors, machinery
for isotope separation, nuclear fuel
appendix – commodity-based views 101
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Nuclear reactors machinery for isotope separa.
102 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8411
Al trade %: Value 0.69% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 20,034
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 94 Total 84 77
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 5,817 M$  1% Quantity = 21,214 Tons
8411   Turbojets, turbopropelers and other gas turbines.





Turbojet and turbofan engines
Figure 35: HS 8411 associ-
ated with Turbojet and turbofan
engines
appendix – commodity-based views 103
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Turbojet and turbofan engines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Turbojet and turbofan engines
104 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8412.10
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 3,101
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 92 94 Total 91 80
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 24 M$  1% Quantity = 102 Tons
8412.10   Reaction engines other than turbojets.






Figure 36: HS 8412.10 associ-
ated with Reaction engines
appendix – commodity-based views 105
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Reaction engines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










106 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8413
Al trade %: Value 0.38% , Quantity 0.04%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 43,155
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 92 Total 74 79
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 3,183 M$  1% Quantity = 242,247 Tons
8413   Pumps for liquids, whether or not ﬁtted with a measuring device (excl. ceramic pumps and secretion aspirating pumps for medical use and medical pumps carried on or implanted in
the body); liquid elevators (excl. pumps); parts thereof.






Figure 37: HS 8413 associated
with Pumps
appendix – commodity-based views 107
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Pumps




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










108 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8414.10
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 18,574
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 97 Total 86 81
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 188 M$  1% Quantity = 6,139 Tons
8414.10   Vacuum pumps.






Figure 38: HS 8414.10 associ-
ated with Vacuum pumps
appendix – commodity-based views 109
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Vacuum pumps




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










110 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8414.60
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 12,318
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 96 Total 77 75
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 91 M$  1% Quantity = 10,608 Tons
8414.60   Hoods incorporating a fan, whether or not ﬁtted with ﬁlters, having a maximum horizontal side <= 120 cm.






Figure 39: HS 8414.60 associ-
ated with Hoods
appendix – commodity-based views 111
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Hoods




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










112 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8419.39
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 13,552
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 94 Total 71 71
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 96 M$  1% Quantity = 4,815 Tons
8419.39   Dryers (excl. dryers for agricultural products, for wood, paper pulp, paper or paperboard, for yarns, fabrics and other textile products, dryers for bottles or other containers,
hairdryers, hand dryers and domestic appliances).





Freeze dryers and spray dryers
Figure 40: HS 8419.39 asso-
ciated with Freeze dryers and
spray dryers
appendix – commodity-based views 113
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Freeze dryers and spray dryers




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Freeze dryers and spray dryers
114 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8419.89
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 22,436
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 92 92 Total 73 71
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 407 M$  1% Quantity = 20,269 Tons
8419.89   Machinery, plant or laboratory equipment, whether or not electricaly heated, for the treatment of materials by a process involving a change of temperature such as heating,
cooking, roasting, sterilising, pasteurising, steaming, evaporating, vaporising, condensing or cooling, n.e.s. (excl. machinery used for domestic purposes and furnaces, ovens and other
equipment of heading 8514).





Chemical reaction vessels and f.
Figure 41: HS 8419.89 asso-
ciated with Chemical reaction
vessels and fermenters
appendix – commodity-based views 115
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters
116 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8421.19
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 14,442
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 96 Total 74 72
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 104 M$  1% Quantity = 2,527 Tons
8421.19   Centrifuges, incl. centrifugal dryers (excl. isotope separators, cream separators and clothes dryers).






Figure 42: HS 8421.19 associ-
ated with Centrifugal separators
appendix – commodity-based views 117
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Centrifugal separators




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










118 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8421.29
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 24,829
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 90 94 Total 75 73
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 400 M$  1% Quantity = 13,248 Tons
8421.29   Machinery and apparatus for ﬁltering or purifying liquids (excl. such machinery and apparatus for water and other beverages, oil or petrol-ﬁlters for internal combustion
engines and artiﬁcial kidneys).






Figure 43: HS 8421.29 associ-
ated with Cross-flow filtration
equipment
appendix – commodity-based views 119
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










120 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8422.30
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 17,567
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 96 Total 67 64
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 398 M$  1% Quantity = 8,343 Tons
8422.30   Machinery for ﬁling, closing, sealing or labeling bottles, cans, boxes, bags or other containers; machinery for capsuling bottles, jars, tubes and similar containers; machinery
for aerating beverages.






Figure 44: HS 8422.30 associ-
ated with Filling equipment
appendix – commodity-based views 121
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Filing equipment




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










122 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8456.30
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 4,923
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 99 99 Total 87 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 54 M$  1% Quantity = 2,585 Tons
8456.30   Machine tools for working any material by removal of material, operated by electro-discharge processes.






Figure 45: HS 8456.30 associ-
ated with Electrical Discharge
Machines
appendix – commodity-based views 123
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Electrical Discharge Machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










124 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8457
Al trade %: Value 0.07% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,008
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 99 Total 90 92
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 592 M$  1% Quantity = 50,407 Tons
8457   Machining centres, unit construction machines "single station" and multi-station transfer machines for working metal.






Figure 46: HS 8457 associated
with Machining centres
appendix – commodity-based views 125
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Machining centres




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










126 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8458.11
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 7,453
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 99 Total 87 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 257 M$  1% Quantity = 13,595 Tons
8458.11   Horizontal lathes, incl. turning centres, for removing metal, numericaly controled.






Figure 47: HS 8458.11 associ-
ated with Turning machines
appendix – commodity-based views 127
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Turning machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










128 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 13,437
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 98 Total 85 81
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 133 M$  1% Quantity = 7,859 Tons
8459.21   Driling machines for working metal, numericaly controled (excl. way-type unit head machines).
8459.31   Boring-miling machines for metals, numericaly controled (excl. way-type unit head machines).






Figure 48: HS 8459.21, 8459.31,
8459.51, 8459.61 associated
with Milling machines
appendix – commodity-based views 129
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Miling machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 116 M$  1% Quantity = 6,564 Tons
8459.61   Miling machines for metals, numericaly controled (excl. way-type unit head machines, boring-miling machines, knee-type miling machines and gear cutting machines).










130 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8460.11, 8460.21
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 6,562
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 99 Total 90 89
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 122 M$  1% Quantity = 3,510 Tons
8460.21   Grinding machines, for working metal, in which the positioning in any one axis can be set up to an accuracy of at least 0,01 mm, numericaly controled (excl. ﬂat-surface grinding
machines and gear cutting, gear grinding and gear ﬁnishing machines).
8460.11   Flat-surface grinding machines, for working metal, in which the positioning in any one axis can be set up to an accuracy of at least 0,01 mm, numericaly controled.






Figure 49: HS 8460.11, 8460.21
associated with Grinding ma-
chines
appendix – commodity-based views 131
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Grinding machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










132 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8463
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 11,127
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 93 95 Total 77 76
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 104 M$  1% Quantity = 6,129 Tons
8463   Machine tools for working metal, sintered metal carbides or cermets, without removing material (excl. forging, bending, folding, straightening and ﬂattening presses, shearing
machines, punching or notching machines, presses and machines for working in the hand).





Spinning lathes ﬂow forming m.
Figure 50: HS 8463 associ-
ated with Spinning lathes, flow
forming machines
appendix – commodity-based views 133
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Spinning lathes ﬂow forming machines
134 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8477
Al trade %: Value 0.15% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 25,040
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 96 Total 76 75
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,267 M$  1% Quantity = 74,346 Tons
8477   Machinery for working rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products from these materials, not speciﬁed or included elsewhere in this chapter, parts thereof.






Figure 51: HS 8477 associated
with Filament winding machines
appendix – commodity-based views 135
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Filament winding machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










136 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8479.50
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,683
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 98 Total 86 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 199 M$  1% Quantity = 4,873 Tons
8479.50   Industrial robots, n.e.s.






Figure 52: HS 8479.50 associ-
ated with Robots
appendix – commodity-based views 137
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Robots




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










138 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8479.89
Al trade %: Value 0.21% , Quantity 0.02%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 31,429
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.








































































































































































































Total 95 93 Total 78 87
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,796 M$  1% Quantity = 149,476 Tons
8479.89   Machines and mechanical appliances, n.e.s.






Figure 53: HS 8479.89 associ-
ated with Isostatic presses
appendix – commodity-based views 139
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Isostatic presses




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










140 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8481
Al trade %: Value 0.51% , Quantity 0.03%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 43,097
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 92 92 Total 76 75
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 4,320 M$  1% Quantity = 190,364 Tons
8481   Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, boiler shels, tanks, vats or the like, incl. pressure-reducing valves and thermostaticaly controled valves; parts thereof.






Figure 54: HS 8481 associated
with Valves
appendix – commodity-based views 141
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Valves




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










142 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8504.40
Al trade %: Value 0.29% , Quantity 0.02%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 39,154
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 93 Total 81 85
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 2,436 M$  1% Quantity = 106,325 Tons
8504.40   Static converters.






Figure 55: HS 8504.40 associ-
ated with Power supplies
appendix – commodity-based views 143
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Power supplies




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










144 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8514.10, 8514.20
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 18,260
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 95 Total 79 74
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 103 M$  1% Quantity = 4,792 Tons
8514.10   Resistance heated industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens (excl. drying ovens).
8514.20   Furnaces and ovens functioning by induction or dielectric loss.






Figure 56: HS 8514.10, 8514.20
associated with Furnaces
appendix – commodity-based views 145
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Furnaces




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










146 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8525.80
Al trade %: Value 0.22% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 28,165
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 96 Total 86 87
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,812 M$  1% Quantity = 11,456 Tons
8525.80   Television cameras, digital cameras and video camera recorders.





Cameras (high-speed radiation .
Figure 57: HS 8525.80 associ-
ated with Cameras (high-speed,
radiation hardened, or night
vision)
appendix – commodity-based views 147
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Cameras (high-speed radiation hardened or ni.
148 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8526
Al trade %: Value 0.12% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 25,376
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 93 Total 85 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 980 M$  1% Quantity = 5,305 Tons
8526   Radar apparatus, radio navigational aid apparatus and radio remote control apparatus.






Figure 58: HS 8526 associated
with Radar systems
appendix – commodity-based views 149
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Radar systems




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










150 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8532
Al trade %: Value 0.13% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 20,464
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 96 Total 92 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,080 M$  1% Quantity = 20,153 Tons
8532   Electrical capacitors, ﬁxed, variable or adjustable "pre-set"; parts thereof.






Figure 59: HS 8532 associated
with Capacitors
appendix – commodity-based views 151
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Capacitors




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










152 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8535
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 25,381
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 90 91 Total 64 61
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 440 M$  1% Quantity = 17,949 Tons
8535   Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical circuits, e.g., switches, fuses, lightning arresters, voltage limiters,
surge suppressors, plugs and other connectors, junction boxes, for a voltage > 1.000 V (excl. control desks, cabinets, panels etc. of heading 8537).






Figure 60: HS 8535 associated
with Switches
appendix – commodity-based views 153
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Switches




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










154 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8543.20
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 12,619
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 99 95 Total 85 96
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 62 M$  1% Quantity = 4,104 Tons
8543.20   Signal generators, electrical.






Figure 61: HS 8543.20 associ-
ated with Pulse generators
appendix – commodity-based views 155
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Pulse generators




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










156 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8543.70
Al trade %: Value 0.17% , Quantity 0.01%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 32,592
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 95 Total 85 88
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,467 M$  1% Quantity = 74,341 Tons
8543.70   Electrical machines and apparatus, having individual functions, n.e.s. in chapter 85.






Figure 62: HS 8543.70 associ-
ated with Firing sets
appendix – commodity-based views 157
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Firing sets




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










158 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8710
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 2,864
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 94 96 Total 84 85
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 166 M$  1% Quantity = 2,171 Tons
8710   Tanks and other armoured ﬁghting vehicles, motorised, whether or not ﬁtted with weapons, and parts of such vehicles, n.e.s.






Figure 63: HS 8710 associated
with Armoured fighting vehicles
appendix – commodity-based views 159
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Armoured ﬁghting vehicles




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










160 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8802
Al trade %: Value 1.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,459
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.








































































































































































































Total 97 98 Total 82 86
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 8,441 M$  1% Quantity = 15,033 Tons
8802   Powered aircraft "e.g. helicopters and aeroplanes"; spacecraft, incl. satelites, and suborbital and spacecraft launch vehicles.





Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and S.
Figure 64: HS 8802 associated
with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and Spacecraft
appendix – commodity-based views 161
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
162 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
8906.10
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 239
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total100 100 Total 97 99
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 50 M$  1% Quantity = 2,158 Tons
8906.10   Warships of al kinds.






Figure 65: HS 8906.10 associ-
ated with Warships
appendix – commodity-based views 163
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Warships




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










164 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9013.20
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 10,709
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 98 99 Total 94 91
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 215 M$  1% Quantity = 504 Tons
9013.20   Lasers (excl. laser diodes).






Figure 66: HS 9013.20 associ-
ated with Lasers
appendix – commodity-based views 165
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Lasers




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










166 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9014.20
Al trade %: Value 0.02% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 9,972
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 96 95 Total 86 89
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 152 M$  1% Quantity = 100 Tons
9014.20   Instruments and appliances for aeronautical or space navigation (excl. compasses and radio navigational equipment).






Figure 67: HS 9014.20 associ-
ated with Accelerometers and
gyroscopes
appendix – commodity-based views 167
 Associated Strategic Commodity
Accelerometers and gyroscopes




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










168 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9015.80
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 21,628
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 88 94 Total 72 67
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 232 M$  1% Quantity = 1,175 Tons
9015.80   Instruments and appliances used in geodesy, topography, hydrography, oceanography, hydrology, meteorology or geophysics (excl. compasses, rangeﬁnders, theodolites,
tachymeters "tacheometers", levels and photogrammetrical surveying instruments and appliances).






Figure 68: HS 9015.80 associ-
ated with Gravity meters
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Gravity meters




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










170 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9022.19
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 9,756
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 96 96 Total 72 71
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 121 M$  1% Quantity = 1,492 Tons
9022.19   Apparatus based on the use of X-rays (other than for medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses).






Figure 69: HS 9022.19 associ-
ated with X-ray systems
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
X-ray systems




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.
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Harmonized System
9026.20
Al trade %: Value 0.05% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 25,819
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 96 Total 82 78
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 381 M$  1% Quantity = 3,412 Tons
9026.20   Instruments and apparatus for measuring or checking pressure of liquids or gases (excl. regulators).






Figure 70: HS 9026.20 associ-
ated with Pressure transducers
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Pressure transducers




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










174 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9027.80
Al trade %: Value 0.06% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 28,154
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 95 96 Total 84 78
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 537 M$  1% Quantity = 2,742 Tons
9027.80   Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis, or for measuring or checking viscosity, porosity, expansion, surface tension or the like, or for measuring or
checking quantities of heat, sound or light, n.e.s.





Mass spectrometers and toxic g.
Figure 71: HS 9027.80 associ-
ated with Mass spectrometers
and toxic gas monitors
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors
176 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9031.10
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 8,851
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 97 Total 80 82
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 31 M$  1% Quantity = 1,382 Tons
9031.10   Machines for balancing mechanical parts.






Figure 72: HS 9031.10 associ-
ated with Balancing machines
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Balancing machines




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










178 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9031.80
Al trade %: Value 0.12% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 32,608
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 92 Total 83 91
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 1,006 M$  1% Quantity = 32,988 Tons
9031.80   Instruments, appliances and machines for measuring or checking, not elsewhere speciﬁed in chapter 90 (excl. optical).






Figure 73: HS 9031.80 associ-
ated with Vibration test systems
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Vibration test systems




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










180 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9301
Al trade %: Value 0.01% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 2,376
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 92 93 Total 79 85
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 48 M$  1% Quantity = 518 Tons
9301   Military weapons, incl. sub-machine guns (excl. revolvers and pistols of heading 9302 and cutting and thrusting weapons of heading 9307).






Figure 74: HS 9301 associated
with Military weapons
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Military weapons




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.










182 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9305.91
Al trade %: Value 0.00% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 2,647
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 97 98 Total 91 89
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 41 M$  1% Quantity = 122 Tons
9305.91   Parts and accessories of military weapons of heading 9301, n.e.s.





Parts of military weapons
Figure 75: HS 9305.91 asso-
ciated with Parts of military
weapons
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 Associated Strategic Commodity
Parts of military weapons




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Parts of military weapons
184 strategic trade atlas. commodity-based views
Harmonized System
9306.30, 9306.90
Al trade %: Value 0.03% , Quantity 0.00%Years 2012-2016 Trend by Value & QuantityBACI records: 11,289
Note: Numbers in the charts are rounded percentages. 0 means 'close to zero percent'.









































































































































































































Total 88 92 Total 85 77
Scale (5 years):  1% Value = 262 M$  1% Quantity = 5,054 Tons
9306.30   Cartridges for smooth-barreled shotguns, revolvers and pistols and cartridges for riveting or similar tools or for captive-bolt humane kilers, and parts thereof.
9306.90   Bombs, grenades, torpedos, mines, missiles, and other ammunition and projectiles, and parts thereof, n.e.s. (excl. cartridges).





Bombs grenades torpedoes min.
Figure 76: HS 9306.30, 9306.90
associated with Bombs,
grenades, torpedoes, mines, mis-
siles
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 Associated Strategic Commodity




















































































































Top trade ﬂows         Note: Values and quantities in the matrix are scaled over the entire matrix.









Bombs grenades torpedoes mines missiles

187
Appendix – Commodity × Country matrix view
Commodity x Country = The Matrix
Showing al strategic HS commodity groups exported by countries
Associated strategic commodity HS
Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates 2612
CWC scheduled chemicals 2811.19+
Natural uranium 2844.10
Enriched uranium, plutonium 2844.20























Nuclear reactors, machinery for isotope separation, nuclear fuel8401





Freeze dryers and spray dryers 8419.39
Chemical reaction vessels and fermenters 8419.89
Centrifugal separators 8421.19
Cross-ﬂow ﬁltration equipment 8421.29
Filing equipment 8422.30





Spinning lathes, ﬂow forming machines 8463












Armoured ﬁghting vehicles 8710
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft 8802
Warships 8906.10
Lasers 9013.20




Mass spectrometers and toxic gas monitors 9027.80
Balancing machines 9031.10
Vibration test systems 9031.80
Military weapons 9301
Parts of military weapons 9305.91


























































































































































































































Uranium and thorium ore and concentrates
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Spacecraft
Turning machines


















Parts of military weapons


































Cameras (high-speed, radiation hardened, or night vision)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- A red cel in the matrix indicates a commodity has been exported by a country
as part of its top 25 strategic commodities.
- A blue cel indicates the commodity has been exported by the country,
but less intensively.
- A white cel indicates the country has not exported the commodity.
1 70
Commodity ranking in a country's strategic export basket
Data source: BACI
Years: 2012-2016



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9306.30+ is {9306.30, 9306.90}
8514.10+ is {8514.10, 8514.20}
8460.11+ is {8460.11, 8460.21}
8459.21+ is {8459.21, 8459.31, 8459.51, 8459.61}
8112.12+ is {8112.12, 8112.13, 8112.19}
7604.21+ is {7604.21, 7608.20}
7224+ is {7224, 7225, 7226, 7228, 7304.51, 7304.59}
5501+ is {5501, 5502}
2811.19+ is {2811.19, 2812.10, 2853.00, 2904.90, 2918.19, 2920.90, 2921.19, 2922.13, 2922.19, 2930.90, 2931.90}
Abbreviations of HS codes
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